INACTIVE - ALL ITEMS SUPERSEDED OR OBSOLETE
Schedule Number: N2-456-16-001
This schedule provided disposal authority for records previously accessioned into the
holdings of the National Archives.
Per NARA Directive 1540 – Reappraisal and Deaccessioning of Archival Federal Records:
An internal disposal is the permanent removal of a discrete set of an
accessioned series of records from NARA’s physical and legal custody,
from any number of physical locations (up to and including all physical
locations), because they have been reappraised as temporary, without
affecting the existing disposition authority for any remaining records.
This removal can result in the records being destroyed, permanently
returned to an agency, or donated to another organization.
It is assumed that the schedule was implemented after the record scheduling process
was completed (concurrence by the agency, notice to the public via the Federal
Register, and approval by the Archivist of the United States).
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(I) RG 456: Item number 816--01: Digital Radar Landmass Simulation, 1984-86
(61 boxes of9-tnick reels).
This 1J'ensfer includes several unreadable hlpes. The lack of documentation sent to interpret the
data on the reels makes these tapes unusable.
Destroy immediately.
(2) RG 456: Item number 816-03: Digital Database Genenil File Tape, 1984-90
(213 boxes of 9-tnick reels).
This transfer includes several unreadable hlpes. The lack of documentation sent to interpret the
data on the reels makes these tapes unusable,
Destroy immedimely.
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Redactions have been made to this record control schedule pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3)
with the corresponding statute 10 U.S.C. 424, which protects from disclosure the
"organization or any function of, and certain information pertaining to, employees of the
National Geospatial- Intelligence Agency (formerly National Imagery and Mapping Service)."
You will need to submit a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the Office of the
General Counsel for the withheld information.
http://www.archives.gov/foia/

